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The details shown on the following pages are suggestions or guidelines for installing the Medallion I roof panel system over plywood. The installation details shown here are proven methods of construction, but they are not intended to cover all building requirements, designs or codes. The details may require changes or revisions due to individual project conditions.

Installation procedures shall be in accordance with the manufacturer's printed instructions, details or approved shop drawings. Installers should thoroughly familiarized themselves with all instructions prior to beginning the installation process.

The designer/installer is responsible to ensure the following:

That the details here meet the particular building requirements.

Awareness of and allowance for expansion/contraction of the roof panels.

That adequate water-tightness is maintained.

That a proper uniform substructure is used to avoid panel distortion and that the substructure meets necessary code requirements.

That all supporting members have been examined and are straight, level and plumb.

McElroy Metal can provide all flashings and accessories shown in the installation drawings unless noted otherwise. Panels, flashing and trim shall be installed true and in proper alignment with any exposed fasteners equally spaced for the best appearance. Sealant shall be field applied on a clean, dry surface.

Some field cutting and fitting of panels and flashings is to be expected and to be considered a part of normal installation work. Workmanship shall be of the best industry standards and with installation performed by experienced metal craftsmen.

Oil canning of metal panels is in the product and is not a cause for rejection. Striated panels are recommended as the reduce the appearance of oil canning.

Contents of this manual are subject to change without notice. To confirm this book is the most current copy, please visit McElroy Metal's website at www.mcelroymetal.com.
USING AVIATION SNIPS, REMOVE SHADED AREAS OF PANEL SEAMS

SLIP PANEL FOLDING TOOL ONTO PANEL TAB

FOLD PANEL TAB DOWNWARD 180°

PANEL IS READY TO BE INSTALLED
**CLEARANCE REQUIRED FOR THERMAL MOVEMENT**

**NOTES:**

1. Attach Perimeter Cleat to fascia with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
2. Hook Eave Trim onto Perimeter Cleat and attach to substrate with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C. making sure to fasten in upper area of flange.
3. Apply 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant to flange of Eave Trim in a continuous line along the length of the eave.
4. Attach Offset Cleat as shown and fasten to substrate with #10-12 x 1" Type A Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C. making sure to fasten through or just above sealant line.
5. After notching and folding panel as shown on page B-2, install panel and secure in place with clips.
NOTES: 1. Attach Perimeter Cleat to fascia with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
2. Hook Eave Drip Trim onto Perimeter Cleat and attach to substrate with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
3. After notching and folding panel as shown on page B-2, install panel and secure in place with clips.

*NOTE: SOME TRIM ITEMS AND FASTENERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY OF ISOMETRIC DETAIL.
NOTES: 1. Install Gutter using #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 5'-0" O.C.
2. Place Gutter Straps at 2'-0" O.C. along the eave, setting them on a 2" long piece of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant on top of Gutter flange, making sure to center the strap over the piece of tape.
3. Apply 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant to flange of Gutter in a continuous line along the length of the eave.
4. Attach Gutter Strap and attach to Gutter with two (2) 43D Pop Rivets.
5. After notching and folding panel as shown on page B-2, install panel and secure in place with clips.
6. Fill Ends of Ribs with Urethane Sealant and paint to color match.

**CLEARANCE REQUIRED FOR THERMAL MOVEMENT**

- #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fastener (@ 1'-0" O.C.)
- 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant (Cont. Along Eave)
- 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant (2" Long Piece Under Each Gutter Strap)
- Offset Cleat
- 43D Pop Rivet (2 per Gutter Strap)
- Gutter Strap
- 12" Starter Strip Underlayment (Not By McElroy)
- Box Gutter
- Plywood Deck (Not By McElroy)
- Fascia Board (Not By McElroy)

**NOTE: SOME TRIM ITEMS AND FASTENERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY OF ISOMETRIC DETAIL.**

- Medallion I Clip
- #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fastener (2 per clip)
- #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fastener (@ Strap Spacing)
- #30 Paper Felt Underlayment (Not By McElroy)
- 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant (Cont. Along Eave)
- 12" Starter Strip Underlayment (Not By McElroy)
- Plywood Deck (Not By McElroy)
- Fascia Board (Not By McElroy)
NOTES:
1. Attach Medallion I Fascia panels as directed.
2. Install Perimeter Zee as shown.
3. Hook Eave Trim onto Perimeter Cleat and attach to substrate with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 5'-0" O.C. making sure to fasten in upper area of flange.
4. Apply 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant to flange of Gutter in a continuous line along the length of the eave.
5. Attach Offset Cleat as shown and fasten to substrate with #10-12 x 1" Type A Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C. making sure to fasten through or just above sealant line.
6. After notching and folding panel as shown on page B-2, install panel and secure in place with clips.
7. Install Batten Cap by placing them on top of panel clip and snapping them down onto the clips. Behind where the Outside Closure will sit, place a 43D Pop Rivet through Batten Cap into panel leg.

*NOTE: SOME TRIM ITEMS AND FASTENERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY OF ISOMETRIC DETAIL.
**NOTES:**

1. Attach Medallion I fascia panels and Batten Caps as directed.
2. Install Perimeter Zee as shown.
3. Hook Eave Drip Trim onto Perimeter Cleat and attach to substrate with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C. making sure to fasten in upper area of flange.
4. After notching and folding panel as shown on page B-2, install panel and secure in place with clips.
5. Install Batten Cap by placing them on top of panel clip and snapping them down onto the clips. Behind where the Outside Closure will sit, place a 43D Pop Rivet through Batten Cap into panel leg.

**NOTE:** SOME TRIM ITEMS AND FASTENERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY OF ISOMETRIC DETAIL.
NOTES: 1. Field cut Medallion I panels and field bend to required transition angle.
2. Attach Medallion I panels with clip and secure clips with two (2) #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners.
3. Apply Tube Sealant at the panel transition before installing the Batten Caps.
4. Add 2" to Batten Caps length. Filed notch and field bend to fit panel. Add tube sealant and pop rivet if required.
5. Snow guards should be used to prevent damage to this detail from sliding snow.

*NOTE: SOME TRIM ITEMS AND FASTENERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY OF ISOMETRIC DETAIL.
**NOTES:**

1. After completing all the eave detail requirements, attach Perimeter Cleat to fascia with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
2. Start the Medallion I panel at the wood or steel-line as shown.
3. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant to the bottom flange of the Zee Closure and attach with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
4. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant to the top flange of the Zee Closure.
5. Hook Rake Trim onto Perimeter Cleat and fasten to Zee Closure with 43D Pop Rivets at 1'-0" O.C.

*NOTE: Some trim items and fasteners have been removed for clarity of isometric detail.*
NOTES: 1. After completing all the eave detail requirements, attach Perimeter Cleat to fascia with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
2. Field cut seam of Medallion I panel and start at the building line as shown.
3. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant to the bottom flange of the Zee Closure and attach with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
4. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant to the top flange of the Zee Closure.
5. Hook Rake Trim onto Perimeter Cleat and fasten to Zee Closure with 43D Pop Rivets at 1'-0" O.C.
NOTES: 1. After completing all the eave detail requirements and installing all the fascia panels install the Perimeter Zee as shown with #10-12 x 1” Type A Pancake Fasteners (3 per panel).
2. Start the Medallion I panel at the wood or steel-line as shown.
3. Apply a continuous run of 3/32” x 1” Roll Tape Sealant to the bottom flange of the Zee Closure and attach with #10-12 x 1” Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0” O.C.
4. Apply a continuous run of 3/32” x 1” Roll Tape Sealant to the top flange of the Zee Closure.
5. Hook Rake Trim onto Perimeter Cleat and fasten to Zee Closure with 43D Pop Rivets at 1'-0” O.C.
NOTES: 1. After completing all the eave detail requirements, install Perimeter Zee to fascia panels with
   #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Fasteners (3 per panel).
2. Field cut seam of Medallion I panel and start at the building line as shown.
3. Apply a continuous run of 3/32” x 1” Roll Tape Sealant to the bottom flange of the Zee Closure and
   attach with #10-12 x 1” Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1’-0” O.C.
4. Apply a continuous run of 3/32” x 1” Roll Tape Sealant to the top flange of the Zee Closure.
5. Hook Rake Trim onto Perimeter Zee and fasten to Zee Closure with 43D Pop Rivets at 1’-0” O.C.

*NOTE: SOME TRIM ITEMS AND FASTENERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY OF ISOMETRIC DETAIL.
NOTES: 1. After completing all the eave detail requirements, attach Perimeter Cleat to fascia with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
2. Hook Eave Drip / Rake Trim onto Perimeter Cleat and fasten to plywood deck with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
3. Field Cut the Medallion I panel as required leaving 1 1/2" of additional panel width. Fold the 1 1/2" of additional panel down so that it can be hemmed around the Eave Drip / Rake Trim.
NOTES:

1. After completing all the eave detail requirements, attach Perimeter Cleat to fascia with #10-12 x 1” Type A Pancake Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
2. Field cut Alternate Rake Trim to required width (8" MAX.) and field bend a 3/4" vertical leg.
3. Hook Alternate Rake Trim onto Perimeter Cleat and set in place. Once in place, install Medallion I Batten Cap.
NOTES: 1. After completing all the eave detail requirements, attach Perimeter Cleat to fascia with #10-12 x 1” Type A Pancake Fasteners at 1'-0” O.C.
2. Start the Medallion I panel at the building-line as shown.
3. Apply a continuous run of 3/32” x 1” Roll Tape Sealant to the bottom flange of the Zee Closure and attach with #10-12 x 1” Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0” O.C.
4. Apply a continuous run of 3/32” x 1” Roll Tape Sealant to the top flange of the Zee Closure.
5. Attach Rake Tie-In Trim to Zee Closure with 43D Pop Rivets at 1'-0” O.C.
NOTES:
1. After completing all the eave detail requirements, attach Perimeter Cleat to fascia with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
2. Field cut Medallion I panel as required and set in place as shown.
3. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant to the bottom flange of the Zee Closure and attach with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
4. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant to the top flange of the Zee Closure.
5. Attach Rake Tie-In Trim to Zee Closure with 43D Pop Rivets at 1'-0" O.C.

*NOTE: SOME TRIM ITEMS AND FASTENERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY OF ISOEMETRIC DETAIL.
RIDGE / HIP DETAIL

NOTES:

1. Install Medallion I panels with clips approximately 1'-0" downhill on each side of the ridge / hip.
   Attach clips with two (2) #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners.
2. Install Batten Caps to edge of panel and secure with one (1) 43D Pop Rivet as shown.
3. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant between the panel legs about 2" down from the end of the panel.
4. Field cut and attach Zee Closure using #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 0'-4" O.C. through closure flange, sealant, panel and into substrate.
5. Apply Urethane Tube Sealant to Zee Closure and panel ribs.
6. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant to the top of Zee Closure.
7. Trim pieces lap 2". Apply 3/32" x 3/8" Butyl Tape or Butyl Tube Sealant in trim laps and Pop Rivet trims as shown on page C-23.
8. Attach Ridge / Hip Trim to Zee Closure with 43D Pop Rivets at 0'-6" O.C.

*NOTE: SOME TRIM ITEMS AND FASTENERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY OF ISOMETRIC DETAIL.*
NOTES: 1. Install Medallion I panels with clips approximately 1'-0" downhill. Attach clips with two (2)
   #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners.
2. Install Batten Caps to edge of panel and secure with one (1) 43D Pop Rivet as shown.
3. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant between the panel legs about 2" down from
   the end of the panel.
4. Field cut and attach Zee Closure using #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 0'-4" O.C.
   through closure flange, sealant, panel and into substrate.
5. Apply Urethane Tube Sealant to Zee Closure and Batten Cap.
6. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant to the top of Zee Closure.
7. Trim pieces lap 2". Apply 3/32" x 3/8" Butyl Tape or Butyl Tube Sealant in trim laps and Pop Rivet
   trims as shown on page C-22.
8. Attach Ridge / Hip Trim to Zee Closure with 43D Pop Rivets at 0'-6" O.C.

*NOTE: SOME TRIM ITEMS AND
FASTENERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED
FOR CLARITY OF ISOMETRIC
DETAIL.
**NOTES:**

1. Install Medallion I panels with clips approximately 1'-0" downhill. Attach clips with two (2) 
   #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners.
2. Install Batten Caps to edge of panel and secure with one (1) 43D Pop Rivet as shown.
3. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant between the panel legs about 2" down from 
   the end of the panel.
4. Field cut and attach Zee Closure using #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 0'-4" O.C. 
   through closure flange, sealant, panel and into substrate.
5. Apply Urethane Tube Sealant to Zee Closure and Batten Cap.
6. Field cut and attach Perimeter Zee using #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 0'-4" O.C. 
   through closure flange, sealant, panel and into substrate.
7. Trim pieces lap 2". Apply 3/32" x 3/8" Butyl Tape or Butyl Tube Sealant in trim laps and Pop Rivet 
   trims as shown on page C-22.
8. Hook High Eave Trim onto Perimeter Zee and attach to Zee Closure with 43D Pop Rivets at 0'-6" O.C.
NOTES:
1. Install Medallion I panels with clips approximately 1'-0" downhill. Attach clips with two (2) #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners.
2. Install Batten Caps to edge of panel and secure with one (1) 43D Pop Rivet as shown.
3. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant between the panel legs about 2" down from the end of the panel.
4. Field cut and attach Zee Closure using #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 0'-4" O.C. through closure flange, sealant, panel and into substrate.
5. Apply Urethane Tube Sealant to Zee Closure and Batten Cap.
6. Trim pieces lap 2". Apply 3/32" x 3/8" Butyl Tape or Butyl Tube Sealant in trim laps and Pop Rivet trims as shown on page C-22.
7. Attach Hi-Side Tie-In Trim to Zee Closure and attach with 43D Pop Rivets at 0'-6" O.C.

*NOTE: SOME TRIM ITEMS AND FASTENERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY OF ISOMETRIC DETAIL.
NOTES: 1. Trim pieces lap 2". Apply 3/32" x 1" Butyl Tape Sealant in trim laps as shown on page C-23.
2. Attach Valley Trim to decking with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 5'-0" O.C.
3. Apply a continuous run of 3/32" x 1" Roll Tape Sealant on top of Valley Trim. Make sure to tie into tag ends of the trim lap sealant. These are shown on page C-23.
4. Install Offset Cleat as shown and attach with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners at 1'-0" O.C.
5. Field cut legs of Medallion I Panels 1 1/2" from end of panel like you did at the Eaves. Using a hemming tool to form an open hem with pan of panel.
6. Install Medallion I panels by hooking open hem onto Offset Cleat. Attach clips with two (2) #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners.

*NOTE: SOME TRIM ITEMS AND FASTENERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY OF ISOMETRIC DETAIL.
6. Install Medallion I panels by hooking open hem onto Offset Cleat. Attach clips with two (2) #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners.

7. A Batten Cap lap should not occur at a panel lap.

**NOTES:**
1. Attach lower Medallion I roof panel with a clip approximately 8" from the end of the panel.
2. Apply a continuous beam of 1" Roll Tape Sealant along length of End Lap condition. Tape needs to be in pan of panels as well as up and over panel legs.
3. Locate Offset Cleat approximately 4" from the edge of the lower Medallion I panel. Field cut to fit between panel legs.
4. Attach Offset Cleat with #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners @ 4" O.C. making sure to fasten through the Offset Cleat, lower panel, sealant and into the decking.
5. Field notch legs of Medallion I Panels 1 1/2" from end of upper panel like you did at the Eaves. Using a hemming tool to form an open hem with pan of panel.
6. Install Medallion I panels by hooking open hem onto Offset Cleat. Attach clips with two (2) #10-12 x 1" Type A Pancake Head Fasteners.
NOTES: 1. Cut hole in panel 1" larger than pipe diameter. Over-cut hole in decking larger than the base diameter of the Dektite Pipe Flashing so fastener do not pin system from thermal movement.
2. Cut hole in top of Dektite Pipe Flashing so that it fits snugly around pipe. Apply a 3/16" Ø bead of Tube Butyl sealant around the base flange of Dektite. Secure to panel with 1/4-14 x 7/8" Lap Tek ZAC fasteners 2" O.C.
3. Dektite Pipe Flashing MUST fit in pan of panel. Do not fasten to standing seams.
1. Apply specified Roll Tape Sealant or a 3/16" Ø bead of Tube Butyl 1 1/2" back from the edge of the trim. Also, apply a piece of tape sealant or bead of Tube Butyl as a Pigtail to completely seal joint.
2. Notch the hems on the upper trim piece 2" so that the trim will fit flat in the lap joint.
3. Secure trim laps with Pop Rivets as shown above.
NOTE: 1. Apply specified Roll Tape Sealant or a 3/16" Ø bead of Tube Butyl 1 1/2" back from the edge of the trim. Also, apply a piece of tape sealant or bead of Tube Butyl as a Pigtail to completely seal joint.
2. Notch the hems on the upper trim piece 2" so that the trim will fit flat in the lap joint.
3. Secure trim laps with Pop Rivets as shown above.
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